
ITALY
SAN MARINO

UNESCO HERITAGE



PLAY IN THE LARGEST 
ITALIAN YOUTH SOCCER 
FESTIVAL

8 CATEGORIES
3,000 PEOPLE



VISIT VERONA, HOME OF 
THE SHAKESPERIAN 
ROMEO & JULIET

Known as “piccola Roma” (little Rome) for its importance in the days of Roman

Empire, Verona is worldwide well known also as the home town of the

Shakespearian characters of Romeo and Juliet and because of its amazing

Roman arena where numerous plays and opera are still performed every year.



LAKE GARDA,
BIGGEST LAKE IN ITALY
Lake Garda: is the largest lake in Italy. It is located in Northern Italy, about half-

way between Venice and Milan. It is in an alpine region and was formed by

glaciers at the end of the last ice age. The lake and its shoreline are divided

between the provinces of Verona, Brescia and Trento. the lake is a major tourist

destination, including a number of exclusive hotels and resorts along its shore.



VENICE, ITALIAN QUEEN 
Venice: Built on 117 small islands and with some 150 canals and 409 bridges, 

Venice is one of the most particular city in the world. You can admire St Mark’s 

square, the Doge’s Palace and the Basilica; during your spare time take 

advantage to get a water taxi and visit Murano or Burano islands, or stay in the 

town shopping and relaxing.



ENJOY TRAINING SESSIONS 
WITH YOUR COACHES
Pre tournament training sessions with your coaches followed by tournament preparation

friendly matches.



SAN MARINO, THE OLDEST 
REPUBLIC IN THE WORLD & 
UNESCO HERITAGE

Lying 657m above sea level and only 10km from the Adriatic Ocean, the 61 –sq-

km Repubblica di San Marino boasts and old town worth to visit and the views 

all around are quite spectacular.



RIMINI RIVIERA, THE 
LARGEST ITALIAN SEASIDE 
RESORT

Once the sun goes down, the streets of Rimini come alive as the sunbathers of 

the day become the revelers of the evening. Since the whole town is geared

towards tourists, the nightlife has become rather famous and is regarded as very

good. Bars are widespread, particularly along the beach.



AQUAFAN
THE LARGEST ITALIAN
WATER PARK

The complex is divided into 4 themed areas: children’s games, water games, 

relaxation, and sport & fun, with attractions to please all tastes.



OLTREMARE
AMUSEMENT, NATURE
ENVIRONMENT

An unforgettable journey full of emotions



TUSCANY COUNTRYSIDE
The city of Pisa plays host to treasures of priceless value, making it one of Italy's

most important cities of art. The Piazza dei Miracoli, with its world-famous

Leaning Tower, is the hub of the prized artistic and architectural offerings.



ITALIAN’S FOOD
AND WINE TRADITION
You will have the possibility to explore the fascinating itinerary of the Route of 
Wines and Flavours of Italy’s Hills, which gives tourists the possibility to taste 

genuine local staples,



FLORENCE, THE 
BIRTHPLACE OF THE 
RENAISSANCE
Cradle of the Renaissance and of tourist masses that flock here to feast on 

world-class art, Florence (Firenze) is magnetic, romantic and busy. 

Surprisingly small as it is, this riverside city looms large on the world's 'must-sees' 

list.



A guided tour of San Siro Stadium and its museum, home of AC Milan &

FC Inter.

TOURS OF ONE OF 
THE MOST ICONIC 
STADIUM IN THE 
WORLD



LAKE COMO, THE MOST 
FAMOUS AND VIP LAKE
With its charming historic centre VIP Lake, Como sparkles year-round. Within its 

remaining 12th-century city walls, the beautiful people of this prosperous city 

whisk about from shop to cafe, sweeping by the grandeur of the city's 
cathedral, villas and the loveliness of its lakeshore with admirable insouciance. 


